Papers Hawaiian Historical Society Honolulu 1817
papers of the hawaiian historical society - hawn. du620 h397 no. 11 codo3 "some hawaiians abroad"
(read before the hawaiian historical society at its meeting in september, 1903.) the genesis of this paper is the
impression made upon the writer hawaiian historical society - evolsbrarynoa.hawaii - thirty--fourth
annual report of the hawaiian historical society for the year 1925 with papers read at the annual meeting,
february 25, 1926 honolulu paradise of the pacific press hawaiian manuscripts and archives - the hawaiian
historical society maintains a collection of 19th-century materials on hawaiÿi, including manuscripts,
photographs, books, maps, newspapers, microforms; and records of the society. the hawaiÿi state archives is
the official depository for records of all of the governments of hawaiÿi, and also includes private papers of
hawaiian royalty and government officials. the uhm library ... narrative1 - university of hawaii - library,
hawaiian historical society, and the hawai‘i state archives, proposes to digitize (image, convert to text, and
mark-up) and submit to the library of congress national digital newspaper project, two or more hawai‘i papers
published between 1880 and directory of historical records repositories in hawai‘i ... - directory of
historical records repositories in hawai‘i 5th edition february 15, 2014 compiled by the aha 5th edition
directory committee news of hi (cover-iv, 1-4) - libweb.hawaii - guide to newspapers of hawai‘i 1834–2ooo
hawaiian historical society honolulu helen gapin alaska & hawaii - the genealogy center - newspapers
996.9 c365gu guide to newspapers of hawai’i: 1834-2000. periodicals 996.9 h311 / h311a annual report of the
hawaiian historical society. hālau o puʻuloa community - ksbe - papers of the hawaiian historical society,
paper no. 2. farrugia, james, and paul cleghorn 1994 archival assessment of potential archaeological resources
in waiawa valley, o‘ahu, hawaiian national bibliography, 1780-1900 - hawaiian national bibliography,
1780-1900 forbes, david w. published by university of hawai'i press forbes, w.. hawaiian national bibliography,
1780-1900. hawaiian shark aumakua - anthrosourceinelibrary.wiley - 506 american anthropologist [n.
s.. 19. i917 these in his paper called “lesser hawaiian gods’’ published among the papers of the hawaiian
historical society. james e. sisson papers, - oac pdf server - the james e. sisson papers, 1950-1986,
consist of his personal and research correspondence, in addition to the writings and research files compiled
during his years of exhaustive research on jack london. the chinese in hawaii: an annotated bibliography
- also held by the hawaii chinese history center, the hawaiian historical society, the hawaiian mission children’s
society, the archives of hawaii, and the hamilton library of the university of hawaii. a survey of hawai‘i
historical records institutions - historical repositories were founded: the public archives of hawai‘i (1906),
now the hawai‘i state archives; the hawaiian mission children’s society library (1922), which specializes in
material finding aid for robert brookman papers makaweli plantation - robert brookman papers
makaweli plantation kaua’i historical society lihue kaua’i hawaii ms 46-j this program is supported by a grant
from the hawaii state foundation on culture and the arts. ms 42-j robert brookman papers p.2 abstract these
papers/ reports are regarding employee robert brookman of the hawaii sugar company – makawili plantation.
among them are an introduction to the ...
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